Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 4

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. pick
5. Mammals ___ dogs.
8. gem
9. to enter where one is unwelcome
13. a funny drawing, often with a caption
14. the act of chasing
16. street
18. a voyage for pleasure
19. cluster
23. opposite of find
25. the roads followed to get somewhere
27. suppose
28. a wind instrument
29. to look at

Down
1. Unclear instructions ___ people.
3. This shell is a ___ from my beach trip.
4. the early part of one's life
6. to make less concentrated by adding water
7. to make calm
10. a mark on the skin caused by injury
11. to declare that someone is guilty
12. opposite of wise
15. opposite of begin
16. to take opposing positions in a discussion
17. It is unjust to ___ someone's guilt without a fair trial.
20. a peach, for example
21. opposite of accept
22. opposite of tight
24. a dish made with chunks of meat and vegetables
26. It can seal broken parts together.